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Module Descriptions 

 

Lecture: Basics of Flow Cytometry 

This module will familiarize those new to flow cytometry with the basics of fluorescence, flow 

cytometer hardware components and how a cytometer works.  The key components including 

fluidics, lasers, optics, electronic detectors, analog to digital converters and pulse processors 

will be described in detail.  

 

Lab: Basic Multicolor Flow Cytometry: Fluorochromes, Spectral Overlap and 

Compensation 

In the lab-based module, participants will learn how calculate stain index in order to rank a 

variety of fluorochromes based on their brightness and assess spillover problems. Stain Index 

will be used in the determination of optimal PMT voltage settings and antibody titration. Both 

automated and manual compensation will be performed, with a discussion of pitfalls and best 

practices. Compensated single colors will be used to show the effect of spread due to spectral 

spillover on experimental results. Quality Control and instrument care will also be discussed.  
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